The various groups of the Physik-Institut in the elds of particle physics are using for their experiments external accelerators at the large international research institutions PSI (Villigen), CERN (Genf), DESY (Hamburg) and Brookhaven. Further activities in the eld of particle physics which are connected to questions of astroparticlephysics and cosmology do not require accelerators or they are carried out at a nuclear reactor.
Most of these experiments are motivated in a broader sense by the fact that the present, highly successful standard model of particle physics cannot be understood as the ultimate truth for several, often cited reasons: There are too many free parameters, the origin of the masses it not known, the nature of the neutrinos is not known, no symmetry is known which leads to the conservation of the lepton number separately for the three generations, the strong force is not yet uni ed with the electroweak force, the quantization of the gravitational force is unsolved, the question of the existence of other forces is still open.
A test of the standard model can be done by either a search for new particles or states of matter at medium and high energies or complementarily by a search with high precision at low energies for forbidden lepton number violating processes, or a search for the magnetic moment of the neutrino at a reactor power station.
Mainly on the basis of this motivation Part I of the annual report presents the following experiments:
-Search for -number violating decays and reactions at PSI -Meson spectroscopy at LEAR with the Crystal Barrel -Particle physics at DESY/HERA and Brookhaven -Search for neutrino masses, mixing and magnetic moment -Remeasurement of the gravitational constant Especially the following result should be mentioned:
The H1-Experiment at HERA has observed at the highest momentum transfers accessible so far a number of events exceeding the standard model expectation. If improved during the coming year these data would be a hint at \new physics" beyond the standard model. At lower momentum transfer the standard model is con rmed. (Chap. 5.4).
1 Search for Lepton Number Violation at PSI The data sample contains electrons and positrons from the interactions of 3:1 10 13 ? stopping in the target. Details can be found in 9]. Contrary to ? ! e ? conversion, which would leave the nucleus mostly in its ground state, ? ! e + conversion is expected to lead to (giant resonance) excitations of the daughter nucleus. The emitted positron would no longer be mono-energetic, which has severe consequences for the background discrimination. Fortunately, the intrinsic background is much lower for e + than for e ? .
In Fig. 1 .2 the measured e + energy spectrum is compared with distributions expected for ? Ti! e + Ca. The events below 93 MeV can be described by radiative muon capture, followed by ! e + e ? production in the target 9]. The event above 93 MeV is consistent with the expected background from cosmic rays, which gives an upper limit of 3.4 conversion events at 90% con dence. Given the detection probabilities of 8: 
Status of the experiment
Unfortunately, technical problems with the 8.5 m long superconducting PMC magnet have stretched the time table of the experiment by two years. Meanwhile the magnet has reached superconductivity, but it was not yet possible to raise the magnetic eld to the required 1.2 T.
Most critical for the success of the experiment are the background levels from radiative ? capture and ? decay in ight. Since these backgrounds are more dangerous for a heavy target, where the large muon binding energy lowers the energy of the hypothetical conversion electrons by roughly 10 MeV, it was decided to start the measuring program with a gold target. An additional complication of a measurement on a heavy target is the potential background from muons stopping in light materials, since the spectrum of muon decay in orbit in these elements reaches beyond the signal region. Dictated by the characteristics of the new beamline and the special requirements of the heavy target the set-up had to be modi ed as shown in Fig. 1.3 . Because of the large beam size with muon trajectories up to 20 cm from the spectrometer axis, the upstream Cerenkov hodoscope had to be replaced by a thin plastic scintillation hodoscope (F in Fig. 1.3 ). Since the background from scattered electrons is prohibitively large in the forward hemisphere only backward particles will be accepted. The geometrical acceptance was optimized by moving the target slightly downstream. An additional plastic hodoscope (K in Fig. 1.3 ) will help to recognize background produced by cosmic rays in the magnet iron.
In order to reduce the number of stops in low-Z materials, the beam vacuum was extended to the target region. A novel vacuum pipe (E in Fig. 1.3 ) was constructed with a mass of only 0.37 g/cm 2 . The pipe consists of three concentric layers of carbon ber separated by Aramid honeycomb. The high-quality PMC vacuum is separated from the target vacuum by a thin foil. About 10 percent of the beam will stop in the downstream anches of the vacuum chamber. To reduce background these will be lined with lead foil. It is planned to make rst measurements of the backgrounds from radiative pion capture and muon decay in ight in a one month period in summer 1997. Assuming successful operation it is hoped to collect rst data on gold during two months towards the end of 1997. This measurement should already bring an increase in sensitivity over our own lead measurement by at least an order of magnitude.
Search for Spontaneous Conversion of Muonium to
Antimuonium.
MM-collaboration (PSI-Proposal R-89-06) Aachen -Dubna -Heidelberg -PSITbilisi -Yale -Z urich R. Abela 4 In the experiment a + beam of 26 MeV/c is stopped in a target of ne silicon dioxide powder. Muonium will be formed by electron capture and eventually di uses out of the target into the surrounding vacuum region. MM conversion in vacuo is observed by the coincident detection of both charged particles from Antimuonium decay. The fast electron from ? decay is measured in a magnetic spectrometer, consisting of ve concentrical cylindrical proportional chambers surrounded by a scintillator hodoscope. The strength of the magnetic eld is 0.1 T. The low energetic positron from the atomic shell of antimuonium is accelerated electrostatically and guided by an energy selective transport system to a positron detector. This positron detector consists of a micro channel plate (MCP) measuring the impact point and time of the positron and a CsI crystal calorimeter for positron identi cation, performed by observation of at least 1 of the 2 annihilation photons.
In 1995 the experiment was moved from the E3 beam line to the new E5 area with improved beam quality. After the detector setup was completed four weeks of beam time had been used to look for muonium { antimuonium conversions. During this period 3 10 9 muonium atoms have been produced in the ducial volume. Five events with a kinematical signature compatible with typical M decays have been found, but with decay vertices located in the target region. Using an extended Likelihood analysis these events were interpreted as background with high probability.
Therefore assuming an e ective (V { A) (V { A) coupling for the hypothetical interaction only an upper limit for the MM conversion extrapolated to zero magnetic eld can be given: These limits are expected to improve substancially once the analysis of the data taken in a subsequent period of 16 weeks is completed.
